
MOODS OF NORWAY

Take a look at our menswear collection or get to know the Moods collective. design our clothes, we have worked
side-by-side with Norway's and some of the .

In a statement, Moods of Norway said the clothing industry is tough, with hard competition and pressure on
margins. I really don't know much about menswear, because I think everything really looks the same, but this
is one brand that really stands out to me. I didn't realize this but I think they have women's clothes, too; I saw a
velvet blazer there that I liked, and that I thought would fit me. Amazing store! But the bankruptcy filings only
refer to the Norway-based company, so the international business remains unaffected for the time being. When
I think of Moods of Norway, I think of someone who is big on style and likes a quirky take on the classics;
someone who doesn't shy away from prints, color, or making a statement. And Amazing Norskar and a Swede
running this place! According to the message sent by the company to the Oslo Stock Exchange this week,
accounts completed up to August of the year continued to show a poor performance. The company blamed the
recent performance on their international expansion efforts, which included opening stores elsewhere in
Scandinavia and in the USA. Amazing deals! Next to Pali Hotel. Since then, last-ditch efforts to raise working
capital have not been successful. Yelpers report this location has closed. While they do have crazy things like
Cheetah print suits, the majority of it is really fashion forward with nice hints of cool think Paul Smith but
more affordable. The store has a life sized golden tractor and the dressing rooms even look like country
outhouses. Moods of Norway boat. I cannot begin to explain how amazing this place is. I've bought a ton of
stuff and literally get a compliment every time I wear something out. They will be best remembered for
providing the official casualwear and eveningwear for the Norwegian Olympic and Paralympic teams for
London , and many of the formal outfits for Norwegian skiing teams. It's like Disneyland and Neverland
Ranch had a love child! A style that's a blend between socal chill and Euro hip, Moods of Norway is "happy
clothing for happy people. Amazing design! Moods of. An amazing vibe! Amazing service! Close to Fairfax.
There is nothing not to love about this place and everything it stands for. Photo: Aktiv I Oslo. The designers
always seem to be around, often skateboarding or DJing, and it's not uncommon that they offer you a drink
while you're browsing. Catering to the odd bird in each of us, the real life selection is much less daunting than
its Nordic counterpart. Find a similar spot. If neon-tainted plaid trousers and tractors interest you then this is
up your alley.


